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a robust assessment of bias in decision-making tools used in the hiring and employment process (including initial assessments by employers, hiring managers, and any third-party actors involved in hiring decisions), particularly for those underrepresented in the labor market. the creation of a national civil rights standard
that would establish the baseline assessment of bias in hiring and employment decision-making tools, along with the means to enforce standards and penalties. the standard should include a broad definition of bias and a robust standard for evaluating the degree of bias present in the decision-making tool. a national
standard for the use of bias-neutral and anti-bias data in the training of hiring and employment decision-making tools. this standard should not only address the tools built-in biases but any data collected from third-party sources that may be used to train or validate the use of bias algorithms in hiring and employment

decisions. furthermore, the standard should clearly define when and how third-party data can be used and ensure that any data that is collected is not stored or collected in a way that potentially violates the constitutional rights of those individuals. a national standard for the use of bias-neutral and anti-bias data in the
testing of hiring and employment decision-making tools. this standard should not only address the use of bias-neutral data as a pretest for the hiring or employment decision, but also address whether any bias detected in the decision-making tool during the testing process is not corrected for the remainder of the

employment decision-making process.
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the new york city council voted 38-4 on november 10, 2021 to pass a bill that would require hiring vendors to conduct annual bias audits of artificial intelligence (ai) use in the citys processes and tools. companies using ai-generated resources will be responsible for disclosing to job applicants how the technology was used
in the hiring process, and must allow candidates options for alternative approaches such as having a person process their application instead. as the new york city bill expands to cover a wide range of industries, the policy implications can be significant. today, an employer can use ai to automate crucial elements of the
hiring process, such as the assessment of a job applicants data-driven answers to open-ended questions. as ai becomes more prevalent in hiring, how can it be used to identify biases in hiring outcomes? the expanded bill will be one of the first to explore this issue. at a time when mass layoffs continue and the national

unemployment rate is above 10%, it is critical for policymakers to prioritize workplace equality and fair hiring practices for diverse groups. as ai becomes more prevalent in hiring, how can it be used to identify biases in hiring outcomes? the expanded bill will be one of the first to explore this issue. bias fx was born out of
the sharp rise in the use of automation and data-driven decision-making in employment and hiring processes. the mission is simple, and the resources are few. as a non-profit organization, we are driven by a need to balance a growing need for data and technological innovation, with a need to protect the human dignity of

minority and marginalized groups. 5ec8ef588b
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